Purpose

This policy provides guidance and direction around approved forms of alternative compensation for WIOA Programs. Individuals enrolled in training and education programs through WIOA are eligible to receive compensation aside from and/or in addition to standard wages earned. These forms of compensation are designed to offer support beyond what is otherwise available through other sources, and is provided to assist program participants in meeting emergent needs.

Policy

PacMtn contractors for service provision are authorized to provide alternative compensation for individuals who are enrolled in the program, and participating in training and/or education programs that will assist them in meeting program performance targets. Alternative compensation will be issued as funds allow, and in accordance with allowable cost principles.

Policy Guidelines

Alternative Compensation includes different types of payment. Among them, Incentives for Program Performance and Needs Related Payments. PacMtn does not offer Needs Related Payments.

- PacMtn does allow for Stipends and Incentive Payments. Contractors can issue these payments in accordance with both their organizational and PacMtn’s local policy.

- Each as requested must be tied to activities directly related to meeting contractual performance metrics.

Incentive structures and policies which detail incentives tied to non-performance related activity or achievement are not allowable. To that end, only one Incentive for Program Performance should be issued for participants for each category, regardless of the number of times it has been achieved.

To be eligible to earn stipends and incentives, individuals must:

- Be enrolled in a WIOA Program;
• Be actively engaged in services offered through WIOA Programs, in accordance with their Individual Service Strategy (ISS), or Individual Employment Plan (IEP). Activities not supported through the ISS or IEP will not be allowable. Approved services to earn incentives include, but are not limited to: training leading to credential, secondary or post-secondary education, apprenticeship, work-based learning activities, employment, or follow-up services; and

• Have not previously received an incentive in the same category.

All incentive payments must be retained in the participant file, along with proper documentation. Documentation requirements are detailed in the Alternative Compensation Procedure #6200P.

Any discrepancies arising between PacMtn policy and or procedures with federal and state provisions due to current or future revisions will default to the current minimum federal and state regulations and guidance available. PacMtn policy and or procedures may set forth stricter requirements than provided by federal and state guidance, but in no case will PacMtn policy and or procedures not meet minimum federal and state policy.

References

Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act of 2014

Training and Employment Guidance Letter’s (TEGL) 21-16, 19-16, 23-14 & 08-15

WorkSource System Policy 1019, Revision 4, Attachment A - Eligibility Handbook Training
WorkSource System Policy 5602 R1 - Supportive Services and Need Related Payments
WorkSource System Policy 5621 R1 – Incentive Payments

PacMtn Alternative Compensation Procedures #6200P

Compliance with the state’s eligibility policy will be based on the version of the handbook in effect at the time of the action or activity that may be at issue.
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